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Critical essays are essays where the writer examines and evaluates a text. It is a subjective write-

up that allows the writer to have an in-depth analysis of a text. The purpose of the essay is to 

decode a text and analyze every part critically and with minute details. It allows the writer to 

write his/her point of view about the text or subject. Students often confuse it with a descriptive 

essay that involves just a description of things with details whereas a essay writer accounts for the 

subjective analysis of the subject or text. Make sure that your opinion or analysis of the subject 

takes a greater chunk than an outside source. It is about your perception and understanding of the 

matter rather than what the matter is or what others say about it. It purely has to be from your 

lens. 

Here are some of the tips to write an excellent essay: 

Building a clear and strong argument 

For almost all types of essays, the central point or the thesis statement plays an important role. 

Students often find it difficult to come up with a strong thesis statement and resort to write essay 

for me  but instead if they give a thorough read to the topic, the thesis statement itself emerges to 

the forth. To develop a thesis statement for an essay try to find that point that interested you or 

intrigued you about the text, then develops a thesis statement around that point. In the essay, it is 

better to state your thesis statement in the opening sentence of the introduction paragraph rather 

than delaying it till the end of the sentence. 

Use Proper Textual Evidence 

In order to bolster the points or observations, you try to back them up with textual evidence. Use 

summaries, paraphrases, and quotes to bring your point home. An observation is made on the 

basis of assumption or weak reasons and the evidence does not account for a good essay. This 

does not mean that you should use long summaries and direct quotes rather all the evidence 

should be interpretive and in your words. You must make sure that it is your paper and should 

have your points in bulk at essay writing service . 

Write in an Academic Tone 

As a writer avoid slang or academic language. The essay should have a formal and academic 

tone. Transitional words and phrases should be logically used as they make the write-up clear 

and coherent. Your essay should appear as a logical and coherent piece. 
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Adopt a Multifaceted Approach 

Being a critical writer you should examine a source from different angles and perspectives. The 

exploration from different dimensions enables you to come up with something new and out of 

the box. Since it is a subjective write-up so you need to be as creative as possible. Look for the 

less explored areas and try to evaluate from new perspectives. It is a common observation that 

students who resort to online essay writing services like online essay writer miserably fail to 

produce anything new because these sites can only produce the hackneyed one. You need to have 

a multi-pronged strategy to approach a topic so that you can explore new avenues. 

Topic Selection 

If you have not been given a topic by your teacher and have to choose by yourself then go to the 

topic that is controversial and in the interest of a wider audience. In this way, you will not only 

have different opinions to side with but also you can win the support and approval of many. 

People always tend to read about controversy and if you have analyzed from a less explored 

angle then it hugely attracts many. Your analysis at essay writer service and evaluation should be 

backed by reason, evidence, and logic. 
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